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In his book, Start With Why, Simon Sinek tells a story of a group of American car executives who
went to Japan to see a Japanese assembly line. At the end of the line, the doors were put on the
hinges, the same as in America. But something was missing. In the United States, a line worker
would take a rubber mallet and tap the edges of the car door to ensure that the door fit. In Japan,
this job didn’t seem to exist. Confused, the American auto executives asked at what point they
made sure the door fit perfectly. Their Japanese guide looked at them and smiled sheepishly. “We
make sure it fits when we design it.”
In the Japanese auto plant, they didn’t have to create a solution for a potential problem — they
engineered the outcome they wanted from the beginning. If they didn’t achieve their desired outcome, they understood it was because of a decision they made at the start of
the process. Although the end result was the same for both manufacturers, doors that fit, the Japanese manufacturer had eliminated a step through their planning and decisions prior to starting
the process.
Every decision we make in our personal and work lives starts us down a course of action that ultimately leads us to the result of that decision. Sometimes we are satisfied with the result of our
decision and course of action and sometimes we have regrets. Our decisions can solve and/or
create problems for us.
When we have a problem on our projects, usually a rubber mallet won’t cut it. We most likely need
something more along the lines of a Double Jack, Sawzall, or chipping hammer. Ultimately the
same concrete structure is built per the plans and specs, however, the wasted time, energy, and
expense are the difference. Perhaps you have heard the adage, “An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure.”
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For construction projects, the prevention starts before we are ever onsite. That is
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the time to prepare the project for success. A few hours of planning and working
together can save us a lot of headaches, wasted time, and wasted dollars onsite.
We have always felt, as a company, that investing in the planning of our projects
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pays dividends in our performance onsite. Our project teams made up of our Su-
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perintendents, Foremen, Project Managers, and Project Engineers have the ability
to plan and make decisions that start us down a path of success on our projects.
When our project teams work together and use each other’s strengths, we minimize the need for a rubber mallet to make things fit onsite.
One of our company commitments is “Putting forth the effort necessary to achieve
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the lowest possible cost in all our operations without sacrificing other commit-
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ments.” We can fulfill this commitment by taking the time to work together with
our project teams and creating a plan for success on the project. Although our
projects can be challenging, the formula for success is straightforward: Plan your
work and work your plan.
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MCCLONE
Colorado’s Office Manager,

Karmen Kelsay, has

CULTURE AND VALUES
The Sky Ala Moana fabrication crew - Julius Cezar, Nick
Tiqui and Jordan Siple, exemplify McClone’s culture and values.

been showing her dedication since being hired in
October 2019. Karmen came to us from a law enforcement background and brings many invaluable
skills. She faced the tough task of managing through
a pandemic and has supported the team through it. Kevin Eble, CO Superintendent, has a first-hand account: “Karmen can multitask on fifty different things
and still ensures the field gets what they need. She is beyond dedicated to the
success of the guys out here. She shows up early, stays late… does whatever it
takes to get the job done with a good attitude and a friendly smile.”

With limited space on site, Julius and his team have been doing
most of the formwork fabrication in the Hawaii Yard. The Yard has
always been a hot and dry place to work which makes staying focused and on task a challenge. Much of the project’s success is
directly attributed to the fab crew’s integrity, job performance and
professionalism. Their attention to detail while completing the fabrication per the drawings, always on time and to the highest level of
standards is what our clients have grown to expect.

Karmen displays McClone’s core values in many ways and we’re grateful she’s
on the team. We asked Karmen some questions:
What is your overall impression of McClone’s values and culture? I respect it
and appreciate it. MCC has become my 2nd family and has supported me
through some really hard times in my personal life. It’s just amazing… the support, the friendship. We get the job done and are also able to relax and get to
know each other which I really value.
What specifically draws you to stay with MCC? MCC takes care of and supports
their Team Members. We all spend a lot of time together and I really enjoy supporting the field. It brings me personal joy and a sense of accomplishment.
What is the most rewarding part about working at MCC? The connection with the field Team Members. Being able to leave the desk
to see their point of view (and their struggles) and see how admin can support to allow them be more successful.

Julius, MCC Team Member since 2006 and Superintendent since
2018, leads by example by working hard next to his guys. Nick has
been with McClone for about 3 years and has proven to be a valued
Carpenter and Team Member. Jordan, a key Team Member on our
vertical crews, has worked for McClone for 5 years, but didn’t hesitate to lend a hand in the Yard when additional help was needed.
Jordan’s son, Josiah, is following in his dad’s footsteps and has
joined the McClone family as a Carpenter Apprentice and is currently working on the Sky Ala Moana project. The fab crew takes pride
in their work and it shows. Thank you for your commitment, as you
are grooming future leaders and are individual examples of MCC
culture in action.

Our Colorado office is grateful to have such a dedicated individual on our team!

Maegan Best, HI Project Manager
Allison Balsley, CO Project Manager/Engineer

“Excellence is never an accident. It is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, and intelligent execution; it represents the wise
choice of many alternatives - choice, not chance, determines your
destiny.” -Aristotle

There are certain cultural values that have been instilled since the beginning of McClone that makes our company great. At the heart of them all,
is an approach of servant leadership and a desire to make the people
around you better.
This approach is what comes to mind when you see

Lucy Horta, Senior Administrative Assistant in our Mexico office, is a

Andrey Lebich’s

perfect example of a Team Member that embodies the McClone core
values.

approach to leadership. His commitment to not focus on himself or his
own achievements, but instead, the success of those around him is at
the heart of every one of our conversations.

Lucy joined our McClone team in December 2020. In the short time
she has been with us, Lucy has played an important role in the development of our Mexico office. Lucy has risen to every challenge with a
positive attitude and the willingness to learn from every Team Member she interacts with. Her dedication and professionalism are some
of her most defining traits. She is that type of person that is willing to
put in the extra effort to make things happen. Thank you, Lucy, for all
of your hard work! We are grateful to have you as part of our team!

Andrey recently transferred from the NCA Area to the TX Area over the
summer. We are grateful to have him here to instill the values we know
makes McClone the successful company it is!

Mikeal Kanouff, TX Area Leader

Nicanor Ceja, MX Engineering Manager
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GIVING BACK—COMMUNITY
ENRICHMENT AND MCC

MCCLONE CULTURE AND VALUES
Jose Hernandez Ramirez has quickly learned the McClone culture and
exhibits those values every day. He joined McClone in May of 2018 as a
first period Apprentice Carpenter in the Washington Area. He has worked
hard to learn different systems and different skills. Now as a 5th period apprentice, he is helping those around him learn the systems and learn how
to work on them safely.

Community enrichment and volunteering is an importance to society that can’t be understated. When you dedicate your time as a
volunteer, you’re able to better the lives of the people around you – your loved ones, your community and the other volunteers
working beside you to make a difference.
Giving back alongside peers and individuals who care about helping others creates a sense of pride and strengthens relationships
within members of your community and organizations.

We asked Jose some questions about MCC Culture and Core Values. Here’s
what he said:

An example of community enrichment demonstrated by our MCC family include a service project attended by MCC’s CO Team
Members, Edem Gblongli and Drew Schank, and organized by Church of Jesus Christ - Relief Society for the community of Brighton,
Colorado “Help for Homes” charity.

What is the most important MCC value to you? Safety! Everything I do, I do
it for my family to make sure I get home to my kids. MCC takes safety very
seriously.

The volunteer service project focused on providing at least 20 homes of permanently disabled and low-income seniors with exterior
home painting and/or yard work. Our CO Team Members were assigned to do significant weed cutting at a house for a hospitalized
homeowner in Brighton.

Is there anything that specifically draws you to stay with MCC? The pace is
one of my favorite things about MCC. The next would be the people we work
with because we treat each other with respect and work together.

BEFORE

AFTER

The people. I consider them as my brothers. It’s my home away from home.
Larry Stookey, WA Safety Manager

Ivan Velichko got his start as an Apprentice Carpenter with
Another demonstration of community enrichment involved the NCA
Office supporting neighboring cities affected by the devastating Caldor
Fire that burned over 221,000 acres a few weeks ago.

MCC on a framing project at Kaseberg Elementary School in
Roseville, CA on August 26, 2004. After two months, he
moved over to concrete formwork at the 529 - Kaiser Roseville
Parking Garage with Ed Kenney and Joey Coleman.

When city wide warnings, smoke exposure and evacuations began to
take place, the NCA office initiated a donation drive by setting up donation boxes and food bins for evacuee relief.

Through his experiences before and after becoming a Superintendent, he has grown to appreciate and apply the Core Values
of McClone Construction. He welcomed the opportunity to be a
Superintendent on Cisco P3 which began his seven (7) job
streak to date. His favorite job was 941 - Gallo Winery, which
is an intricate architectural concrete structure with white concrete.

Daily drop offs by Team Members with toiletries, new bedding and food
were donated to local Red Cross shelters. Various pet items and pet
food were also donated to nearby animal service centers helping affected families in the area.
Volunteering and giving back to the community doesn’t just benefit
others – it benefits you by enriching your life, familiarizing you with your
community and connecting you to people and ideas that will positively
impact your life.

Through his career he has exemplified his respect for everyone
at all levels with professionalism and integrity. He is cool under pressure and has nerves of concrete (sounds better than
“steel”). His passion for his work is very evident on every project he is a part of.

I’m happy to be part of an organization like McClone Construction that
leaps into action and shows their support when any of our communities
are affected or in need.

He and his wife Tanya have three (3) boys and enjoy traveling
to new places and making lasting memories together.

Valerie Bryden, NCA Office Manager

Steve Donley, NCA Operations Manager—Projects
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Colorado

ALEXAN EVANS STATION

September has brought a period of transition to the

Sky

Ala Moana Team as the first tower levels begin. The
parking and podium levels were constructed using Perimeter Tables and HV formwork systems, however, the towers
will be formed primarily using specially designed Concrete
Support System Megashore formwork system tables. These
tables have been tailored to the footprint of each tower.
Special recognition is deserved of our fabrication team who
has shown excellent craftsmanship and attention to detail in
the construction of 28 tables (20 Residential Tower, 8 Hotel
Tower), led by Davis Brown, Jerson “JB” Basilio, and Julius
Cezar.

The project is located just a few miles south of downtown Denver at the busy intersection of Evans and
South Broadway. When this project is complete it will
serve as the parking space for surrounding luxury
apartments and retail space for shops, restaurants,
and tenant co-working areas.

One benefit that these tables provide McClone is the ability
to commit to an aggressive schedule. The Sky Team will be
working to hit deck pours every 3 days, switching between
the two towers (11,200 SF – Residential, 8,100 SF – Hotel).
Additionally, the team will be forming 31 columns and
12,600 CSF of wall between the two towers ahead of their
deck pours. Doka Telescopic Lift n Lock platforms have
been introduced in the cores and a Roll Back system will be
used at the exterior of the McClone designed gang wall system to efficiently complete vertical work. The hard work and
dedication of the entire team, accompanied by these systems, is critical to meeting the schedule demands.

This project is unique compared with other parking
structures due to the tight column spacing and complex foundations. Fortunately, this is McClone’s fourth
project with Trammel Crow Residential (TCR) and the
long-standing relationship continues to benefit both
parties.

MCC has taken on the lofty challenges and expectations of
this project and risen to the occasion. These milestones
could not have been accomplished without the outstanding
leadership of Project Lead Superintendent, Ray Tavita. We
look forward to continued project success through topping
out in July 2022.

The biggest challenge has been coordinating frequent
design changes and working with other trades simultaneously on a congested site. Our seasoned Superintendent, Manuel Fierro, did an excellent job keeping
us on track throughout all the schedule and sequence
changes.

Nick Pizzey, HI Project Engineer

Alexan Evans Station is a 137,597 SF
parking garage with 5.5 levels of suspended slab and
an attached retail podium.

This project is slated to top out December 30th, 2021.
A big thank you to the team in Mexico, Nicanor Ceja
and Andrea Hernandez for modeling and updating all
the structural revisions for this project.

Aaron Steger, CO Project Manager
Juan Reyna, CO Project Engineer
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Washington

L200 GARAGES

Located on Congress Avenue in downtown Austin, Texas, the

Hyatt

Centric is just blocks away from the State of Texas’s Capitol Building. The lower 4 levels of the project are built up against the neighboring historical Paramount Theatre, built in 1915, which created some
difficult formwork situations.
For this 32-level structure, a typical level was only 5,000 SF. Within that
was a combined stair and elevator core taking up 1,100 square feet.
With the core taking up so much of the building foot print, the project
team opted to form and pour the walls three levels out ahead of the
decks using the EFCO Guided Rail System (GRS). Decks were formed
using Aluma’s truss flyer system. Along with every deck pour, the crew
formed and poured 36 cast in place stair steps. By providing independent formwork systems for the core and deck that could be built at the
same time, the tower was able to progress at a much faster pace,
where both a lift of core and a level of deck were placed every week.

The

From start to finish of this project, it took the support of many field and
office Team Members from across the company. We truly appreciate the
time and effort that was dedicated by so many to make this a successful job! Stepping back after a job of this nature you can really appreciate
why we, as a company, refer to everyone as Team Members and not just
employees.

L200 Garages project consist of two parking garages

serving the Shoreline South 145th Station and the Shoreline North
185th Station of the Seattle Link Light Rail Lynnwood Extension.
The 145th Station Garage is a 6-level long span steel beam structure.
This garage started in November 2020 and finished in June 2021.
While this is a typical steel beam structure, the unique challenge we
faced was cycling the falsework due to this being a 2-pour cycle project.

“Individual commitment to a group effort – that is what makes a team
work, a company work,…” Vince Lombardi
Greg Sullivan, TX Engineering Manager

There was a tight window to strip and move falsework up for the next
deck forming before the drive path was closed for the following deck
pour. Superintendent Mike Sangsland efficiently allocated resources
along with all the high performing Team Members, turning over all the
decks without any delay.
Meanwhile, Shoreline North 185th Station garage is a completely different structure. This garage is a 2-level long span structure with a
182’ x 421’ footprint. Level 2 of this garage is designed for transit
buses, therefore, creating many challenging forming conditions. Aside
from the heavy long span beams in a high shore condition, the most
difficult part is the cantilever eyebrow slab along the east and west
perimeter of the garage. Approximately 800 LF of 5’ eyebrow extension will be forming off mud sill with Shore-X towers tying into the perimeter beam falsework.
With the leadership from Mike, along with the help from his talented
Team Members, this garage will be completed at the end of this year.

Xin Cai, WA Project Engineer

H YATT C EN TR I C
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Northern California

CALSTRS

TM LIFE EVENTS

WA

Many babies have been born lately in the WA McClone area.
The Franco family has been with McClone for decades.
Laborer, Albert Franco Sr., started his career in the 1990’s and
is now a leader in the field. His son, Albert

Franco Jr., joined

the team in 2013, bringing the same strong “Franco Family”
work ethic and dedication. On September 14, 2021, Albert
Franco Jr. and his fiancé Cassandra, welcomed their first child,
Milo Henry Franco.
Congratulations to the entire Franco Family and thank you for
your years with McClone!

Meet the newest member to the McClone WA Team,
Sacramento’s River Front is getting a little bit more exciting with the addition to the California State Teachers' Retirement System

(CalSTRS)

Headquarters.
The current CalSTRS office building sits adjacent to the new structure and
includes four (4) suspended levels of long span parking garage with six
(6) levels of cast-in-place office building above. You cannot mention this
project without discussing the highly architectural walls and board formed
column covers, along with a transfer level that has 6’ deep transfer girders with a non-bonded post-tension system.

Adam

Bracken. He is joining the Engineering Department with a
degree from Iowa State in Mechanical Engineering. He brings
to the team many years of forming experience.
Adam and his fiancé Keely, had some fun this summer when
they traveled to Pontevedra, Spain, in the Galicia region, for a
family wedding. Welcome to the McClone Team Adam!

Making up 460,641 SF of formed deck and beams, 80,102 CSF of wall
and 540 columns, this project came with many challenges along the way.
But thankfully the collaboration between the GC Team at DPR and
McClone Team Members ensured the success of the project.
Congratulations to

McClone’s scope of work, which is scheduled to continue through October
of 2021, has been a complete team effort starting with the field team, led
by Superintendent, Ivan Velichko. Marcus Bryant, first time Project Manager (but, previously a long time MCC Superintendent), worked tirelessly
alongside the engineering team of Kevin Barrick, Isaac Wong, and Artyom
Olifir. The project would not be complete without the hard work of Sr. Estimator, Terry Roy; Carpenter Foreman, Antonio Alvarez; Laborer Foreman,
Everardo Navarro; a full-time Onsite Safety Coordinator and the rest of the
CalSTRS MCC Field and Office Team.

Leo Venegas (a Carpenter with

McClone since 2016) and his wife Lorena on the birth of
their second daughter Camila.
Camila was born on July 14, 2021. Big sister Catlella is
thrilled to have her baby sister to join her in life’s adventures.

Kim Finley, NCA Assistant Project Manager
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HI/CO

TX/NCA

We would like to
welcome

Mikeal

Kanouff as the
newest addition
to the TX team.
Although new to
TX, he’s been part
of the McClone
family
for the
past 15 years!

Nick Pizzey is Hawaii’s newest Project Manager. He moved here with his beautiful fiancé, Lauren and their two dogs, Arya

Mikeal, his wife Callie, and their 4 adorable kids (Silas (9), Skylar
(7), Kai (4) and Ryder (1)) moved to New Braunfels, TX in June
2021.

and Grizz. Nick joined the McClone family in June as a recent graduate from Northern Arizona University with a degree in
Construction Management. He is continuing his on-the-job education, assisting with the Sky Ala Moana project.

Congrats to our NCA Assistant Area Safety Manager
Brian and his new bride! On June 1, 2021, two became one when Brian Reich and Calista Cloud tied
the knot with a close bunch of family and friends at La
Playa Hotel in Carmel, CA.

NCA would like to introduce our
newest Project Manager/
Engineer, Cole

Congratulations to

Sean Boylan, Project Manager/

Engineer, in the CO Office. He and his girlfriend of 5
years, Kayla, got engaged on their trip to Maui in August. They are planning a wedding next year sometime.
When asked for a quote…… Sean simply stated, “Some
things are worth waiting for!”
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Estimator,

graduate of Chico State University with a Construction Management Degree, Cole had
many internships with General
Contractors that self-performed
their own concrete work. He
joins the McClone team to, as
he says, “Continue my development to becoming a master
builder”. Welcome to the home
of the Master Builder’s Cole!

Mike Dietz, closed on his first

home in Denver, CO on September 16th!
Mike stated, “Even though the days leading up to closing and the day/night before
closing were a pain, it was worth it.”

M C C — C ONNECTS
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Recently, longtime Team Member Darrin

Jones took a break

from work for knee replacement
surgery. After completing his
last project, 1082 - Linkedin
Phase 1 Parking Garage, it was
finally time to get it fixed. Even
though he was laid up for a
while, Darrin was always representing McClone! We are happy
to report Darrin is back at work
in the NCA Yard, feeling strong
and patiently waiting for his next
project to start.
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MX

A student of excellence and Project Engineer of the MX Team,

Sofia Compean, MX Project Engineer, got married on
November 27, 2020 at Camino de Vinos, a beautiful vineyard with amazing views. We congratulate the happy couple and wish them years of great love and happiness!

Ale Rayas, graduated May 30, 2021 and got her rewarding
degree in Architecture on September 9th at the University of La
Salle Bajio. Congratulations Ale! This is just the start of a successful career. We are proud to have you as part of the MCC
Team.

M CC LONE C O NS T R U C TI O N
Corporate Office
5170 Hillsdale Circle, Suite B
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

Check us out on the web!
http://mcclone.net/

Phone: (916) 358-5495

fb.me/McCloneConstructionCo
MCC—CONNECTS is a biannual magazine/
newsletter issued by McClone
Construction Company.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/146066/

Copyright 2017 by McClone
Construction. All rights reserved.

@mccloneconstruction

McClone, the McClone logo, and MCC—
CONNECTS are service marks of McClone
Construction. An equal-opportunity
employer. To contact us, visit mcclone.net.
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